


ECU Dolores in previous scene.

"This one is broken. He needs to be healed."

"I don't know. I did what he said."

Dolores wakes. Grows panicked.

"Do you remember what you did, Dolores?"

Ford steps in to FG.

"Arnold saw something in you... Why didn't you 
protect him?"

High angle Dolores.  Ford crosses in BG.

"I... did what he told me."
"Which means he was wrong. If you were conscious, 
you could never had done what he asked you to do."

Ford crosses behind Dolores. Dolores's mind is 
turning inside out.

"Do you think that occurred to him, as you pulled the 
trigger?"

...and exits shot.

"Don't worry. I'll clean all of this up. No one can 
know what you've done, Dolores.  He may have giving up 
on our dream...'

ECU profile Dolores.

"I haven't."

Dissolve to Dolores, bloody, dead-eyed (sc A13)
Slow pull out.

"Bring yourself back on line, Dolores."



Ford crosses through FG.

"But I'll need your help."

Dolores slowly looks up.

"And then, Dolores? You're going to help me find 
someone."

Ford turns to face her, places a hand on her 
shoulder.

"You're going to become the face of this world. 
You'll be the first taste we offer to every single 
customer."

ECU Dolores' eye. We see young ford reflected 
within.

"Someone who will keep my dream alive."



Out of focus, slow motion crowd moves past camera 
as it pushes into general store window to find...

Ext general store: Dolores comes out door

She exits.

Lead her as she walks under shade of veranda. Looks  
camera right.

Lat track right, Dolores pov of children playing with 
ball.

Back to Dolores eyes ahead now Seeing armistice (now deputy) making arrest with 
sheriff.

Reverse: armistice in FG (visibly in deputy wardrobe) 
Dolores in bg.  Slide left.

...Dolores finishing her purchase.



Reaction for Dolores.

Over teddy exiting the bar. Horse carriage passes in 
BG.

Rack to teddy seeing her. He exits right.

Flash goes off behind Dolores. Wide angle: Dolores comes up to her horse.

Tighter: Dolores and horse. She drops the can. Close: Can rolls across the ground.
Dolores turns.

Angle on Dolores reflected in mariposa bar window



CU A hand picks up can

Push in to teddy cut off mid-sentence as he freezes

"Don't mind me. Just trying to look--"

Dolores reacts.

Push in to Dolores (slow motion) As a shadow passes over her...

...and we tilt up to see a helicopter  descending! Children freeze as ball rolls to a stop. Slide right Armistice frozen. Slide left.

Two shot: teddy with the can.



Close focus on wagon rolling to a halt. Frozen 
horses soft in bg.

Two feet enter shot.

Low angle  on street of frozen hosts (looking 
towards train.

Boom up to follow this person from behind. Close focus on FG frozen hosts. Slide right tracking 
out of focus man as he weaves through them in bg...

...arriving at sheriff.... the man gets closer... Walking into his focal plane... revealing James 
Delos.
He pats the sheriff on the cheek.

...then exits.

Slide off teddy to reveal now Dolores is frozen too.



50/50 teddy and Dolores (looking up the street)
Push in as Delos approaches.

His gaze shifts to OC Dolores.

Delos plucks it from teddy's hand. Tilt up to him.

Delos POV of Dolores. Over Dolores to Delos

"Well, you were right about one thing, William. It's 
awfully fucking pretty."

Delos moves past Dolores to reveal william in bg.

"It's perfect."

Angle through awning (or possibly doorway or 
window of dElos and William for dialogue.

CU william for dialogue.

Landing close on the can...



He looks behind him to other executives.

Push in to Dolores (is she listening?)

Over Delores to william and Delos for dialogue.

William leads Delos away down the street (towards 
train).

Slide left to find Dolores in FG.

Cu Delos for dialogue.



Abstract overhead angle on tank.

Wide push in: Dolores steps forward.

"All of these moments."

Profile angle: QA's head finishes coming out. His skin 
burns.

"I remember now."

...lands in FG.

"They were lost to me for so long."

Boom up on Angela, impassive.

"and I remember them in perfect detail."

Boom down on teddy, troubled.

"Some of them are so beautiful."

MCu Dolores turns to camera... then. Ducks down.

"Some of them... are not."

50/50 Dolores bends down to QA, wipes off goo. 
Push in.

"Please... please... It burns..."
"I know. ...One night, I had been... damaged. You 
needed me fixed..."

QA's head pulled out


